This is a collection of photos of roundabouts in Bend, Oregon and Clearwater, Florida, USA, taken during a visit to USA during July 2004.

These photos are made available for your personal use and must not be passed on to any third parties.

Permission required for commercial or any other use.

The City of Bend, Oregon, USA has been introducing a large number of new single-lane roundabouts since 2001.

While serving general traffic needs, these roundabouts contain impressive large-scale artworks (www.artinpublicplaces.com).
The City of Clearwater, Florida, USA has been introducing many roundabouts, one of which is quite well known. This is the Clearwater Beach Entryway roundabout sited at the junction of the island’s street network and the causeway carrying traffic from the mainland. It serves large numbers of vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists, especially during holiday periods.

While there is some hesitation about the introduction of roundabouts elsewhere in the USA, this impressive six-leg two-lane roundabout replaced nine existing intersections, three of which were signalized. Metering signals are used at this roundabout.